QUARTERLY REPORT
January to March 2020
CORONA VIRUS LOCKDOWN
Prioritise the needs of children during Covid-19 lockdown
Amid concerns of the safety and well-being of children during the lockdown due to COVID-19, which is disrupting
family routines and support systems, WMACA urged all parents/caregivers to ensure the protection of children and
that their actions and decisions are in the best interest of their children.
Through a press campaign we asked them to remain vigilant and ensure that the protection of children is given utmost
consideration at this time.
COVID-19 can quickly change the context in which children live. Quarantine measures such as school closures and
restrictions on movements disrupt children's routine and social support while also placing new stressors on parents and
caregivers who may have to find new childcare options or forgo
work.
Children and families who are already vulnerable due to socioeconomic exclusion or those who live in overcrowded settings are
particularly at risk.
From WMACA’s 20 years of working in vulnerable communities,
we can confirm that realistic and up-close dangers include:
•

Reduced supervision and neglect of children.

•

Increased risk of sexual exploitation of children,
including sex for assistance, commercial sexual
exploitation of children and forced early marriage.

•

Pressure on or lack of access to child protection
services.

•

Distress of children due to the death, illness, or
separation of a loved one or fear of disease.

•

Availability and misuse of toxic disinfectants and alcohol, which could cause poisoning and other injuries to
children.

•

Increased risk/limited support for children living/working on the street and other children already at risk.

To people in these communities, social distancing is an unrealistic expectation and it is necessary for the community
forums and stakeholders working within, to find ways to ensure community safety and wellbeing.

In Alexandra for instance, a township near Sandton, where an estimated population of 750,000 people are tightly
squeezed into an area of 800ha, a large number of people live together in each household and from a doorway it may
be literally 2 meters to another doorway.
WMACA’s Kidz Clinic in Alexandra treats around 1300 cases of child abuse, including rape and sexual assault, each
year. Unemployment and vagrancy is rife, and now that movement is restricted, children are in a position where a
perpetrator could be only metres away.
In the first week of lockdown the adults were giving a bad example of disregard for the police and the SANDF,
effectively breaking down respect for the authorities. Therefore we called on the departments of Health and
Community Safety, as well as the SAPS to establish mechanisms to ensure that communities facing restrictions on
movement have continued access to child-friendly, holistic care for children experiencing violence.
Community leaders need to step up in this time of crisis and encourage their constituents to play a supporting role
when health and law enforcement members are inundated. It is a time that requires all members of society to remain
vigilant over the safety of our children, women and persons with disabilities.
We recommended that parents use the lockdown period to build positive relationships with their children, and to have
planned activities that will keep their children meaningfully occupied during this period.
We posted emergency helplines on our social media as well as to the press.
➢

Always ensure that children are visible and in the presence of an adult.

➢

Don’t let children go to the shops or spazas on their own.

➢

Community members must ensure they have the number of where to report suspected abuse to.

http://fusion.ornico.co.za/Broadcast/2020/04/02/2020_04_02_JACARANDA_FM_WACA_08H30.MP3

Since the opening of the first Kidz Clinic in 2000, WMACA
have provided more than 144,089 treatment sessions to

24,456 children and 24,640 parents/ caregivers.

MESSAGE FROM MIRANDA JORDAN, WMACA
FOUNDING DIRECTOR:
Prior to Lockdown, with roughly a week’s warning, when the President
announced that the Covid-19 outbreak has been declared a national
disaster, we had to ensure that urgent cases were seen and that the
FCS Police officers we work with had the contact cell numbers of
social workers and active Directors to assist with any queries.
Regarding our Court cases during this time; the courts will only be
hearing Bail applications and conducting postponements. Of course
this will cause a lot of disappointment and frustration for those who
are waiting for their trial to start and those whose cases had already
been postponed. We will be assisting these families with getting new
dates from the Prosecutors as some have reported that the
telephones at some courts are not being answered.
Unfortunately we expect that once we reopen, hopefully on the 17 th,
there will be many children needing our help. The increase in physical

abuse could occur due to the increased stress, financial demands and worries families face during this
lockdown. Sexual abuse would arise from children being literally locked in the home with the abuser and the
other adults in the home not stopping the abuse and not reporting for a number of reasons; either they
themselves are also being abused, have no other home to go to, or they disregard the signs because the
possible perpetrator is a family member they know and trust. The sad reality is, that those are exactly the
people we need to be watching. 90% Of sexual abuse occurs by someone the child knows and trusts. No one
is exempt, not even the closest, most beloved family member.
NGO’s rely on the support of Government, Corporates and individual support and fundraising initiatives.
As our country is currently in lockdown and many companies, be it for profit or not for profit, are restricted from
providing their services. This has resulted in a lot of employees being retrenched and some companies
completely shutting down for good.
Our Clinics work mostly with chronic cases of abuse, meaning the abuse has been going on for days, weeks,
months or years and the child has only recently been safe enough to disclose it or it has been discovered and
reported. We will then help with providing long term psycho-social services as well as prepare them for their
time in court, which means we are not first in line when it comes to emergency services.
Our core Clinic services will resume as soon as the lockdown is over. We were very fortunate to receive a
supply of groceries and cleaning products from a large retail chain just before the lockdown, which we have
now distributed to the communities in which our clinics operate.
You can play a role in supporting WMACA in a few ways, such as sharing our news updates, sponsoring some
of our services and encouraging friends and family to do the same.
Our wish list for the clinics consists of non-perishable food items, stationary, cleaning products and comfort
packs which every child receives when coming to our facility.
We rely on Fundraising events such as Golf Days, Walks/Runs all of which are now not happening. In addition
to this we have the support of corporates and Government funding as well, but corporate funding may now
be at risk, if companies need to support their staff instead.
If you are in a position to financially contribute towards our organisation that would be very much
appreciated. All donations entitle you to a Section18A tax certificate.
WMACA supports the call to stay at home and #FlattenTheCurve of this virus so that we can save the people
of South Africa from a National disaster.

WMACA HIGHLIGHTS

14 Feb – ROCKY HORROR PICTURE
SHOW FUNDRAISER
Love, friendship and support at WMACA’s Valentine’s
day 2020 Rocky Horror Picture show Fundraiser ! An
absolutely fantastic production and a wonderful time
was had by all ! Both our Kidz Clinics and all our
Advocacy work needs long term sustainability..
THANK YOU everyone
Some of the original Child Protection team going
back to the early 90’s Andre Neethling, Head of the
Child Protection Unit, Dr Pat Dorman, Luke
Lamprecht
and
Miranda
..and
wonderfully
inspirational new ones

20 Feb – LAUNCH OF TRUST BLU FOUNDATION
Blue Label Telecom officially celebrated the launch of its Trust Blu
Foundation in Sandton on 20 February. Kevin Barbeau, executive
director of Women and Men against Child Abuse, thanked the
foundation for its commitment.
Watch video here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vl2Px_29u-Y
The Blue Label group has entrepreneurial roots and has always had a
deep commitment to community development and philanthropy. The
launch of the Foundation enables them to increase their impact, ramp
up efforts, and formalise strategy for partnering with non-profits and
social entrepreneurs to drive large-scale socio-economic development.
https://www.bluelabeltelecoms.co.za/tbf-trust-blu-foundation.php
(From left to right: WMACA directors Vincentia Dlamini, Miranda Jordan, Blue
Label’s Bianca Lima-Boekhoud and WMACA’s Kevin Barbeau)

KIDZ CLINIC SERVICES AND STATISTICS

With threats of the Corona virus looming, and the eventual lockdown in March, we saw far less
clients than the norm.
Together with the children who came for their follow-up services – assessment, play therapy,
follow-up therapy and court preparation – we saw a total of 661 children and 658
parents/caregivers on a one-on-one basis.

SERVICES PROVIDED - Jan to March 2020
Girls:
141
Boys:
75
Children: First Visit, Follow-up visits - Psycho-social & Forensic Assessments,
Trauma Evaluation, Risk Factors, Play therapy, Counselling, Further Therapeutic
Work
New Intakes

216
655

Children: Juvenile Offenders and Life Skills Workgroups
Children: Court Preparation
Children: Pupils addressed through preventative talks at Schools
Parents / Grandparents / Caregivers: First Interview/ Intervention

195

Parents / Grandparents / Caregivers: Follow-up interview and/or counselling

351

Parents assisted through Family Preservation & Parenting Skills Groups

112

Educators addressed at School or Daycare talks
Community members assisted with brief counselling and referrals to other Govt
or NGO service providers

654

Number of Forensic or Psycho-Social Assessment Sessions provided

213

In-house Forensic Medical Examinations (J88) done

6

BENEFICIARIES DEMOGRAPHICS
Girls

63.1%

Boys

36.9%

Adults

49%

Children

51%

Female

66%

Male

34%

African

71.8%

Coloured

3.5%

Asian/Indian

1%

White

23.7%

CASES PRESENTED AT INTAKE

QTY

%

Rape (incl sodomy)

36

20.2%

Sexual Assault / Violation

24

13.5%

Behavioural Problems

19

10.7%

Emotional Abuse

15

8.4%

Child Neglect

12

6.7%

Physical Abuse (Common Assault)

12

6.7%

Trauma due to witnessing violence/crime

11

6.2%

Juvenile Sexual Activity - 12 & older

6

3.4%

Pornography/Sex Acts - child exposed to

6

3.4%

Child Abandonment

5

2.8%

Juvenile Sexual Behaviour - 11 & younger

5

2.8%

Suspected Sexual Abuse

5

2.8%

Family Conflict / Domestic Violence

4

2.2%

Bereavement Counselling

3

1.7%

Statutory Rape

3

1.7%

CASES PRESENTED AT INTAKE

QTY

%

Trauma - due to accident / other

3

1.7%

Attempted Rape

2

1.1%

Juvenile sexual experimentation - 5 and younger

2

1.1%

Attempted Murder of child

1

0.6%

Bullying at school

1

0.6%

Sexual Assault - by religious/cultural practice, eg "Virginity Testing"

1

0.6%

Sexual Harrassment of child

1

0.6%

Suspected abuse and/or neglect (run-aways and lost children brought by
SAPS)

1

0.6%

43.3% Of 178 cases, were Sexual Offences against children

Family Preservation Programme - Alex
BACKGROUND: The Family Preservation Programme (FPP) was designed to assist families to preserve good
relationships and to strengthen the family support system amongst individual families and the community at large.
PROCESS: Themes discussed were as follows:
1.

Communication

2.

Relationship

3.

Parenting styles

4.

Family values

5.

Family resources

6.

Community resources

7.

Positive Discipline

Parenting Programme
BACKGROUND: The Parenting Programme (PP) was designed to equip parents with skills to manage and cope with the
challenges of raising their children, in order to develop a harmonious environment in which to be effective parents.
PROCESS: Topics that were covered were:
1.

Communication

2.

Relationship between parents and their children

3.

Parenting styles

4.

Children’s rights and responsibilities

5.

Positive discipline

Parents were actively involved in the project, they were helping each other to deal with the matters at hand and how
to solve challenges they were facing.

From January to mid-March, these programmes were attended by 112 Adults – 79 Female and 33 Male

We received lovely feedback from the children who
attended the Kidz Clinic Christmas parties.

 This is one of the many thank you letters.

SENTENCES & CONVICTIONS

BOKSBURG
1.

Perpetrators gender:

Male

Perpetrators age:

32

Relationship to victim:

Family friend

Charge:

Rape

Victim gender:

Female

Victim age:

12

Sentence:

Life sentence

After watching a tv show with some sexual activity, the girl concerned disclosed to her mother that she had been
raped. The mother at intake informed the intake worker that the child had become increasingly uncomfortable as the
show went on. She clarified that the program did not have explicit sexual content however the child was not
comfortable with the touching and kissing she was seeing.
When asking the girl why she looked distressed the mother learnt that in December of 2017 the child was playing with
some friends in the street when a known male approached them. He started talking to the girls. He was not a stranger
to them. Sometimes they would walk to school and see him on the streets. On the day in question the accused walked
with the children and then sent the girl’s friend to go and collect something for him. He took the child to a nearby
abandoned space and raped her.
According to the child he started by kissing her and commenting on her breasts saying he liked that she was getting
breasts. He also started fondling her before he raped her. He ran away afterwards and threatened the child to never
talk about it.
Fortunately he was identified and arrested.

CASE EXAMPLES
BOKSBURG
Behavioural Problems
When there is no obvious signs or disclosure of abuse, but a child is acting out in a negative way, it’s a little harder to
pin down the cause of this behaviour. Therefore our social workers are trained in many play therapy techniques, to
get to the source of the problematic behaviour and to help the child with coping mechanisms. In such cases the
parents more often than not, need some assistance as well.
The following case study by Social Worker Teresa van Staden:
BACKGROUND :
A Grade 3 boy was formally referred to Kidz Clinic by his School, indicating that he showed disruptive behavior by
kicking his classmates and furniture, breaking items,
and being stubborn. The School further stated that his
behavior had a negative impact on his academic
performance.
The child’s mother reported that the child sometimes
says that he didn’t want to go to school. His negative
behavior apparently started when he was in Grade R.
PROCESS:
At the start of the sessions the child was very unsure
and his mother had to carry him to the Social Worker’s
office. We overcame his insecurity though by engaging
him in a play activity. It was noted that he was
concerned about making mistakes and seemed to want
to do a drawing perfectly.
Within the same week mother and child unexpectedly
came to Kidz Clinic again, and requested to see me. The mother informed me that the child didn’t want to enter his
classroom, and she wanted me to talk with him. I decided to have a session with the child’s mother as it was unlikely
that seeing the child was going to be a quick fix.
In discussion with the mother we explored the possible factors that could contribute to the child’s behaviour. Out of
the discussion I advised the mother how to assist the child to raise his confidence, by acknowledging the things that
he gets right, to give him small tasks, and to withhold from being harsh and scolding so much. Engaging in fun
activities as well as giving attention to his school work was also addressed. The mother showed insight and left feeling
more hopeful.

Sandplay Therapy

On the second session the child was smiling in Reception and came to my
office easily. Some stress was still noticed in the beginning, but he
participated well in an anger release activity, drawing and
Sand play. His play in the sand reflected fighting between
the characters he chose, but a good ending where the
treasure was found. It reminded of the symbolic treasure
his mother had to find in him, instead of fighting, which
seemed to have started to take place.
Further anger management and sensory play was done in
the third session. From observation the child was a lot more
relaxed and smiling every so often.
His mother’s boyfriend came for the feedback session as the
child’s mother was working. He reported that the child
wasn’t crying as often and he was not getting angry so
regularly. He informed of the changes they have made,

which appeared to have made a difference in the child’s life. The role of the mother’s boyfriend was recognized as
the child clearly had a good relationship with him. No further incidents at school occurred.
I believe this child has potential which can flourish when correctly encouraged. Kidz Clinic contributed to that
journey.

Helping a child with extreme trauma
A 9 year old girl was seen by Social Worker Tendai Munatsi for assessment and therapy after she was referred by the
investigating officer. The case is still pending in court.
After assessment was done, a report was given to the investigating officer.
PROCESS
The assessment process began with creating a safe and conducive environment which is essential when dealing with
children. This was done by providing undisrupted attention to the child and addressing the issue of confidentiality and
its limitations. Through engaging this, the child was able to freely express herself.
The social worker made use of the “who am l” questionnaire and body parts exercises to enable the child to be able
to share what happened during the incident.
The girl shared that one day she was accompanying her friend to her home and it was raining. They saw some dogs on
their way and the dogs started barking at them. The victim decided to run next door, but the dogs followed her. She
knocked desperately, but there was no one. The dogs started biting her all over her body. She cried for help but
nobody heard her because it was raining. Her friend jumped over the wall and she was left alone with her brother,
who she tried to protect. Later she was rescued by an unknown man. She was then rushed to hospital, but
unfortunately her arm had to be amputated.
The child will be able to testify in court and she is receiving trauma debriefing and therapy.
To show how cases sometimes affect the Social Workers, Tendai says: “It was very traumatizing to work with the
victim especially when I looked at the pictures and the physical state of the child now.”

ALEXANDRA RAPE CASE
Victim Gender : Female
Age: 07 years
Perpetrator: Known Adult Male
Age: Unknown
A case of rape came to our attention on 11/02/2020. According to the parents the child was called by a neighbour on
the third of February, and he told the mother to ask the girl about what had happened to her recently when she was
playing. The girl just cried and said nothing.
The neighbour then told her mother that he saw the children playing next to a known male’s house and he chased
them home, as it was already 19h00. After chasing them away one child kept on coming back, towards the suspect’s
door. He asked the child why she keeps coming back here, but she didn’t say anything and instead indicated to the
suspect’s door with her head.
The neighbour then went into the house and found the victim coming out of the house. He asked her what she was
doing and why she came out of that house, and she said that the owner of the house sent her to buy cigarettes. The
first neighbour then used his phone torch and found the adult male suspect on his bed. He confronted him about what
the child was doing inside his house, but the suspect just denied sending her to buy cigarettes and also denied that he
invited her into his house.
After this disclosure, the child’s parents took her to the clinic. A Medical examination was done at Medico Legal in
Hillbrow and the results were positive for rape, according to the mother. After intake at Kidz Clinic, the family were
referred to SAPS to open up a criminal case.
Unfortunately the suspect’s whereabouts are now unknown and his house is locked.

In the meantime the girl has started coming to Kidz Clinic for her assessment and therapy sessions. We will monitor
progress in the criminal case.

OUTREACH & AWARENESS

ALEXANDRA
14 February 2020 – INITIATION SCHOOLS WORKSHOP
The department experienced numerous challenges during the previous Initiation School season, including illegal
activities in cultural initiation school practice. Furthermore most cases recorded related to abduction of children
under 15 years of age, missing children cases, assault, use of drugs and substance abuse and lack of support and
commitments by relevant authorities such as Police and government officials on the initiation programme.
Clinic Manager Elizabeth Mokoena attended

IDENTIFYING NEEDS AT LOCAL SCHOOLS
On 06 February Social Worker Pearl Nyamende attended awareness talk at Bhekilanga High School in Alexandra.
Learners with behavioural problem from different classes (grade 8 to 12) were identified. The group consisted of 114
boys and 3 girls. The following challenges were identified as the burning issues: Drug abuse; Violence; Rape;
Consequences of crime (imprisonment and Criminal Record), Bullying.
Group work for these children at risk will be designed and rolled out.

WMACA ADVOCACY

2020/01/07
Radio 702
Afternoon Drive

Luke Lamprecht, Advocacy Manager at Women and Men Against Child Abuse speaks to Joanne Joseph
about a t-shirt at a clothing store called Big Blue with a slogan titled 'Water polo teacher’s pet'
which has caused outrage among activists and victims alike.

http://www.702.co.za/podcasts/196/the-best-of-afternoon-drive-with-joanne-joseph/277591/big-blues-water-poloteachers-pet-t-shirt-a-trigger-point

https://www.news24.com/SouthAfrica/News/weve-messed-up-big-time-big-blue-in-hot-water-over-controversialwater-polo-teachers-pet-t-shirt-20200107

Parktown Boys High drowning Enoch Mpianzi
21 January 2020
https://www.news24.com/SouthAfrica/News/parkto
wn-boys-high-drowning-call-to-suspend-headmasterover-enoch-mpianzis-death-20200121

Women and Men Against Child Abuse is of the
view that Enoch Mpianzi’s death was caused
by gross negligence.
Women and Men Against Child Abuse (WMACA) has
called for the suspension of Parktown Boys' High
School's headmaster Malcolm Williams pending an
inquest into Enoch Mpianzi's death.
The advocacy group also wants to see an expedited criminal inquiry into the Grade 8 pupil's death.
The organisation is of the view that Mpianzi's death was caused by gross negligence, which it defined as "a conscious
and voluntary disregard of the need to use reasonable care, which is likely to cause foreseeable grave injury or harm
to persons, property, or both".
Mpianzi, 13, drowned last week during the Grade 8 orientation camp at Nyati Bush and River Break lodge near Brits in
North West.

2020/01/22
Power FM

Details coming out of the Parktown Boys scandal is that pupils were divided into groups of five and six
and into the water in the self-built rafts. Some boys in Enoch’s group fell in the water and scrambled
to get back on the raft.

Power
Breakfast

Power Breakfast speaks to Women and Men Against Child Abuse spokesperson, Ngaa Murombedzi about
this Parktown Boys matter.
http://fusion.ornico.co.za/Broadcast/2020/01/22/2020_01_22_POWER_FM_WACA_06H49.MP3

24 Jan: Headmaster of Parktown Boys suspended - Panyaza Lesufi
Lesufi: I must indicate, PBH remains one of the best schools in the province. Not withstanding the challenges they are
going through. If you check their matric performance, bachelor passes, participation in sport - they have actually won
national awards. I'll be reluctant to brush the name of the school with one brush. There are elements of excellence
and elements we need to clean. It's not a dysfunctional school.
https://www.news24.com/SouthAfrica/News/live-panyaza-lesufi-releases-report-into-enoch-mpianzis-death-20200124
https://youtu.be/Y6uqk8xGrv0

Report into Enock Mpianzi's death finds Parktown Boys' High negligent
4 March 2020
Although this does not bring back young Enock, Women and Men Against Child Abuse are pleased that the findings of
the report revealed that Park Town Boys High School, Nyati Bush Lodge as well as the SGB were negligent, resulting in
Enock's death.
As an organisation we were very vocal about the suspension of the Principal pending this investigation. His action and
that of a number of authority figures WAS NEGLIGENT. As such the appropriate course of action should be taken
against all involved.
Our schools should not be death traps for children. There are protocols that are put into place. We have seen since
the beginning of the year 2020, tragedy befall children. These tragic events can be DIRECTLY LINKED to one systemic
failure or multiple systemic failures that should be in place to protect children.
WMACA will continue to follow this case.
We are grateful of the speed with which it was released as Mr Lesufi had said such reports usually take up to six
months.
http://www.702.co.za/articles/376850/report-into-enock-mpianzi-s-death-finds-parktown-boys-highnegligent?fbclid=IwAR0LwfeBcTaz-gMAlRLPGJlFLOHR8StT28-P2DdSMOmO1bdxQ3PiYFoQ48w

4 Feb - BRYANSTON HIGH SCHOOL Sexual Assault Case postponed
2020/02/04

Radio 702

The sexual assault case against a former Bryanston High School sports coach was hit with more delays
on Tuesday morning. This as the Alexandra Magistrate’s Court heard that the outcome of the
representations filed to the National Director of Public Prosecutions (NDPP) by the man was yet to be
received.
Women and Men against Child Abuse says the pupil and parent who have accused a former Bryanston
High School coach of sexual assault have lost confidence in the justice system.
Ngaa Murombedzi from Women and Men against Child Abuse explains.

http://fusion.ornico.co.za/Broadcast/2020/02/04/2020_02_04_RADIO_
702_WACA_14H04.MP3
The former coach, who cannot be named because he has not yet
pleaded to sex crime-related charges, filed review representations to
have his case removed from the court roll.
News24 previously reported that his lawyers had written to the
Gauteng Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) to ask for a review of the
decision to prosecute him.
However, when the DPP refused the review representations, it was
then taken to the NDPP, who is yet to give a directive, the court heard.

Luke Lamprecht, WAMACA spokesperson, who was present during the appearance, said the delays in the matter were
frustrating for victims who were eager to see justice working in their favour.
"It appears at the moment that all the rights of the accused are being met without the victims being considered,"
Lamprecht said.
https://www.news24.com/SouthAfrica/News/more-delays-in-case-against-ex-bryanston-high-sports-coach-accused-ofsexually-assaulting-pupils-20200204

2020/02/21
Cape Talk

Ngaa Murombedzi of Women and Men Against Child Abuse said the abuse a boy suffered from his
grandmother in Mpumalanga whereby she hit the boy with an axe, is shocking.

Breakfast with
Refilwe

http://fusion.ornico.co.za/Broadcast/2020/02/21/2020_02_21_CAPE_TALK_WACA_08H03.MP3

1 March · CARTE BLANCHE
– Photographing children
in sexually suggestive
“wrestling” poses
How seemingly innocent photos of
children can feed into paedophilic
fetishes.
On the face of it the photos seem to
capture children having fun. For at least 20
years, a Mpumalanga-based photographer
has paid children to demonstrate what he
describes as wrestling grips – a part of his anti-bullying campaign.
He’s filmed these fighting scenes, produced over 2000 DVDs and sold the images online. Now, Carte Blanche
investigates how these images have popped up on adult fetish websites.
Luke Lamprecht spoke to Derek Watts about sexual grooming, sexual violation and compelled sexual violation.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=370&v=8FJpmqk9qGw&feature=emb_logo

4 March - Convicted rapist's
bail denied in new child porn
case
In 2015, Jean van Loggerenberg was convicted
of the statutory rape of minors and handed a
five-year suspended sentence. He has been
denied bail in a new case brought against him
for the possession of child pornography.
Van Loggerenberg's name is in the national

register of sex offenders.
He was arrested in February and had one month to go before completing his five-year suspended sentence for the
statutory sexual assault of five 15-year-old girls. During that case, the court heard how he met all the girls on a
gaming
site.
Crystal Keevy, defence attorney, said, "it's common course that all victim's consented to acts of a sexual nature.
Therefore, the term statutory is very important. The crime was not violent and will therefore not disturb public
peace".
The state has opposed bail saying his crime was nevertheless dangerous. Magistrate Veena Krishna said, "the crime he
committed was very serious. He was able to coerce young girls on a gaming site. Therefore, bail is refused".
Women and Men Against Child Abuse representative, Ngaa Murombedzi said, "we are really happy about what the
magistrate decided."
"At least this time we know we have someone who upholds the law. We liked her reasoning and hope that this time,
the law will take its course".
Van Loggerenberg is expected back in the dock
next Thursday.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continu
e=111&v=xcTikShyfQE&feature=emb_logo

#WMACA team at Court ahead of the Bail
application for an already convicted child
sexual offender now facing new charges of
child pornography

3 Mar - Palesa Madiba’s family closer to closure years after killing
Ngaa Murombedzi from advocacy group Women and Men Against Child Abuse
said it was happy there has been progress in Palesa’s case even though it’s
been too long.
“We want our justice system, which is put in place to determine how society
can be protected from crime to be effective. The circumstances around
Palesa’s death are gross and details around it need to be made clear. We want
justice to prevail for her young life was taken away and for her family to get
closure,” said Murombedzi.
On how the criminal justice system can be strengthened, she said it is
important that the rights of perpetrators are not prioritised over the rights of
victims.
https://www.msn.com/en-za/news/other/palesa-madibas-family-closer-toclosure-years-after-killing/ar-BB10WtWZ?srcref=rss

17 March - ‘There is no greater crime’ — Court Increases Child Rapist’s
Sentence To Life Imprisonment
The Supreme Court of Appeal has increased the
sentence of a man who raped a child from 22 years to
life imprisonment, finding that the high court could not
use a finding that the crime was not one of the ‘worst
rapes’ as a mitigating factor.
Child protection activist Luke Lamprecht from Women
and Men Against Child Abuse welcomed the sentence.
“The whole idea of minimum sentencing was that some
crimes should inevitably result in life imprisonment,”
he said.
He added that it was clear that judges were averse to
the idea of minimum sentences as it took away their
discretion.
“This is a step in the right direction. Previously, judges
wanted to see bodily harm. They were not considering
the psychological consequences of rape. Now we have
reached a level where psychological damage is
considered the same as physical injuries,” he said.
“It would be great if we can reach a stage where the
victim no longer has to prove aggregation but that the
perpetrator will have to work at proving mitigation,”
Lamprecht said.
https://www.dailymaverick.co.za/article/2020-03-17there-is-no-greater-crime-court-increases-child-rapistssentence-to-life-imprisonment/

“The reality is that South Africa has five times
the global average in violence against
women.
There is mounting evidence that these
disproportionally high levels of violence
against women and children, has
immeasurable and far-reaching effects on
the health of our nation, and its economy.
Despite severe under-reporting, there are 51
cases of child sexual victimisation per day.
UNICEF research has found that over a third
(35.4%) of young people have been the
victim of sexual violence at some point in
their lives.
What cannot be denied is that our country is
facing a pandemic of sexual violence
against women and children. Courts cannot
ignore this fact. In these circumstances the
only appropriate sentence is that which has
been ordained by statute.”
- Appeal Court Judge Caroline Nicholls

10 March - Alleged Creche Abuse - Senior Prosecutor to Prosecute
Carletonville Child Minder
The case against an employee caught on camera allegedly assaulting children at Ninnies Neurons crèche in
Carletonville has been assigned to a senior prosecutor.
The advocacy manager for Women and Men Against Child Abuse, Ngaa Murombedzi,
said the group was delighted the case against Nellie Senwametsi was showing
progress.
It was earlier reported Senwametsi would plead to charges of assault in the
Oberholzer Magistrate's Court on Tuesday.
Murombedzi said the new advocate was expected to consult with the victims and
witnesses.
"We are viewing this as a great development because it means that either the
accused will plead guilty or go to trial. News that the prosecutor has been changed is
a step in the right direction.
"The parents [of the victims] have expressed their disappointment at how the docket
has taken this long to finalise and they attribute that to the senior public prosecutor
and police directly," Murombedzi said.
Senwametsi, who is out on R3 000 bail, is expected back in court on 20 April. WMACA
have been attending each court appearance, and have been met with hostility from
the Creche’s owner, whose charges are still pending, and her supporters.

Caregiver abuses child at a crèche
in Carletonville, Gauteng.
(Supplied)

BOB HEWITT PAROLE
Former tennis star and child rapist Bob Hewitt, 80, who
was sentenced to six years in jail for preying on young
girls, is to have another parole hearing.
Image: ALON SKUY

25 March - WMACA Slams Decision To Grant
Rapist Bob Hewitt Parole
The former tennis star was sentenced to six years behind bars
in 2015 after he was found guilty of raping and sexually
assaulting three youths he was coaching over 20 years ago.
Women and Men Against Child Abuse said they were
disappointed that Hewitt would be released before completing his six-year sentence. The group’s Ngaa Murombedzi
said: “It’s a step backwards in terms of getting justice for victims of historical cases of child sexual abuse.”
She said the decision to grant Hewitt parole had raised concerns about the country's parole processes. “This is
something that helps us to understand parole
processes, which don’t reflect at all the experiences
of victims.”
The group has commended the victims of Hewitt’s
abuse for their courage and bravery.
https://ewn.co.za/2020/03/25/rights-group-slamsdecision-to-grant-rapist-bob-hewitt-parole
Convicted rapist Bob Hewitt has been granted parole
and will be released on 24 April 2020 as he has served
three years of his six year sentence.
WMACA Spokesperson Luke Lamprecht also
elaborated on the matter. See video on SABC News Full View here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=2&v=i_oczSIYl2I&feature=emb_logo
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The Commission for Gender Equality says it will have foot soldiers working with the Police to
combat violence against women and children during the current Coronavirus lockdown. The
Commission have received status as an essential service and says its offices around the country
remain open to receive any possible complaints.
While Women and Men Against Child Abuse urges parents to make sure they act with extra patience
while families remain cooped up in the confinesof their homes. The organization’s Spokesperson
Luke Lamprecht says they are calling on adults to be vigilant about the sights and sounds that
comes from their streets.

Luke’s interview here:
http://fusion.ornico.co.za/Broadcast/2020/04/01/2020_04_01_JACARANDA%20FM_News_WACA_08h35.mp3

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

We extend a massive thank you to OK
Supermarkets who made a generous
donation to the Boksburg clinic of
refreshments, cleaning products and
toiletries on the 16th of March which go a
long way in covering our operational
needs.

VODACOM INTERNS
We bid farewell to Mahlatse and Nyameko, interns from Vodacom who have been a part of our Boksburg Kidz Clinic
team. Nyameko joined us in March 2019 and Mahlatse in August of the same year. They added value to the
administration of the clinic with file management as well as technical support. They were a huge help with the
reception area and freed up a lot of time for the reception to do intakes.
We wish them well on their future endeavours!

Meaningful sponsorships change lives

IT’S ALL ABOUT HOPE - HOW CAN YOU HELP WMACA?
It has been and hopefully will always be a policy of Women and Men Against Child Abuse that
our services are provided for FREE. This, however, requires a huge amount of resources to
achieve.
We work in an environment where there is NO assured source of income. Yet despite this, we
have been able to provide a free, good quality, professional service to thousands of abused
children, their families, adult survivors and juvenile offenders.

LIKE THESE CHILDREN NEED US – WE REALLY NEED YOU.
For just one child, you can simply donate
R150 for a Court Preparation session
R250 for a psycho-social assessment, or
R400 for a medical examination, or
…if your company/organisation would like to be a part
of this incredible and passionate journey with us – and
want to become a committed sponsor as part of your
Corporate Social Investment Programme, please get in
touch with us : Kevin Barbeau, at 011 789 8815 or
kevin@wmaca.org

“It is an indescribable feeling to know how what
you do changes these children’s lives - forever."
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With heartfelt and grateful thanks.
WMACA

Thank you for your support!

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/WMACAKidz/?fref=ts
Website: http://www.wmaca.org/

